Authentication is an important service in wireless sensor networks (WSNs) for an unattended environment. Recently, Das proposed a hash-based authentication protocol for WSNs, which provides more security against the masquerade, stolen-verifier, replay, and guessing attacks and avoids the threat which comes with having many logged-in users with the same login-id. In this paper, we point out one security weakness of Das' protocol in mutual authentication for WSN's preservation between users, gateway-node, and sensor nodes. To remedy the problem, this paper provides a secrecy improvement over Das' protocol to ensure that a legal user can exercise a WSN in an insecure environment. Furthermore, by presenting the comparisons of security, computation and communication costs, and performances with the related protocols, the proposed protocol is shown to be suitable for higher security WSNs.
I. Introduction
Recently, wireless sensor networks (WSNs) have been applied in many different areas, for instance, the voltage variation monitoring in electric power companies, temperature and humidity remote controlling in museums and human health tracking systems. Normally, the client device needs to obtain authentication from the system where it wants to access.
Considering power consumption and computation capacity, sensor nodes generally do not execute a verification procedure directly but the gateway (GW)-node does [1] . According to IEEE 802.15.4 [2] , Sastry and Wagner [3] provided an access restriction on security in that the access control list (ACL) can only contain 255 entries maximally. In other words, not only to verify the client's authentication and arrange the nearest sensor node cooperating with the client, GW node also needs to care for the limitation of ACL. Watro and others [4] proposed an authentication protocol by applying intricate mathematical methods. Afterward, Wong and others [5] presented a simpler hash-based protocol for authentication. However, Das [6] and Tseng and others [7] pointed out that Watro's approach still suffered from the masquerade attack, and that the method of Wong and others could not resist the stolen-verifier, replay, and forgery attacks. Therefore, both approaches [4] , [5] are vulnerable to the threat of a multi-user with one login-id.
Das proposed a two-factor user authentication for WSNs, claiming that the mechanism could avoid not only replay and stolen-verifier attacks but also the guessing and masquerade attacks. Unfortunately, we find that Das' protocol fails in mutual authentication. To tackle this problem, this paper provides effective improvements with higher security. Moreover, because there are more threats in WSNs than any other related networking systems, the user authentication in WSNs needs to consider more in mutual authentication. This is absent in Das' protocol. In this paper, we propose a mutual authentication for preservation in WSN between the user, GWnode, and sensor node, while the power consumption of the sensor node is the same as in Das' protocol and superior to the other related schemes.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews the concept of Das' protocol, and section III discusses its weakness analysis. Section IV shows the details of our proposed scheme, while section V demonstrates the security analysis of our proposed scheme. Section VI compares the performances of the related protocols. Finally, section VII concludes this paper.
II. Review of Das' Protocol
The notations used throughout this paper are summarized as follows:
• U: the user • ID: the identity of U • PW: the password of U • DID: dynamic login identity of U • S n : the sensor node of WSN • GW-node: the gateway node of WSN • x a : the permanent secret key generated by the GW-node and stored in some defined sensor nodes beforedeploying the nodes in the field • h(.): a secure one-way hash function • ||: string concatenation operation • K: symmetric key of GW-node shared between the GWnode, users and the sensor nodes • ♁: string XOR operation •⇒: a secure channel • : a common channel There are three phases in Das' protocol: registration, login, and verification. A description of each follows.
Registration phase. In this phase, user U i has to submit an identity, ID i , and a password, PW i , to the GW-node in a secured way. Then, the GW-node issues a license to U i . The two detailed steps are depicted as follows:
Step 1. U i ⇒ GW-node:{ID i , PW i }. U i selects an ID i and a password PW i and then sends {ID i , PW i } to the GW-node by the secure channel.
After receiving the message from U i and deciding to accept U i 's request, the GW-node calculates the results and personalizes the smart card with
Then the GWnode sends the smart card to U i by the secure channel,
Login phase. When U i enters an ID i and a PW i in order to deliver some query to or access data from the WSN, the smart card must perform the following steps to validate the legitimacy of U i :
Step Verification phase. After receiving the login request message {DID i , C i , T} at time T*, the GW-node executes the following steps to verify the user U i :
Step 1. Check T*-T < △T?
The GW-node checks whether (T* − T) ≤ ΔT holds, where ΔT is the legal time interval for transmission delay. If the answer is yes, the validity of T can be assured, and the GW-node proceeds to the next step. If no, the GW-node rejects the request.
Step 2. Compute h(ID i ||PW i )* and C i *,
where h(ID i ||PW i )* = DID i ♁h(x a ||T), and
The GW-node verifies whether C i = C i * is correct. If yes, the GW-node accepts the login request, and the GW-node proceeds to the next step.
Step 4. GW-node S n :{DID i , A i , T'}.
The GW-node calculates A i and sends the message {DID i , A i , T'} to the nearest sensor network S n through the public channel in order to respond to the request of U i at current time T', where A i = h(DID i ||S n ||x a ||T') .
Step 5. S n checks T' and A i .
After receiving the message {DID i , A i , T'} at T, S n executes the following step to verify the request. S n first checks whether the relation of (T − T') ≤ ΔT holds. If yes, then S n checks whether A i = h(DID i ||S n ||x a ||T') is correct. If yes, then S n responds to U i 's request. If no, S n rejects the request.
III. Cryptanalysis of Das' protocol
In this section, we will discuss the requirements of security in WSNs and describe the flaw of Das' protocol; namely, it omits mutual authentication.
Security Requirements in WSNs
Sastry and Wagner [3] investigated several issues regarding IEEE 802.15.4 [2] , such as ACL management problems (that is, the same key in multiple ACL entries, loss of ACL state due to power interruptions, key management problems, and insufficient integrity protection), and provided some solutions for these problems. However, the requirements for security authentication protocol in WSNs need to be considered by more appropriate methods in order to resolve the application layer issues, such as impersonation, replay, parallel session, sinkhole and wormhole attacks as well as other kinds of sensor node attacks. Furthermore, mutual authentication, which Das' protocol failed to provide, must be considered in the insecure networks as well.
Mutual Authentication
Assume that a malicious user, Allen, wants to attack a WSN. He can accomplish his purpose by eavesdropping and masquerading. A more detailed description of the attack can be stated as follows.
When U i sends the message {DID i , C i , T} to the GW-node to access the WSN, the GW-node sends the message {DID i , A i , T} to S n asking for the service for U i . At this point, Allen can provide an S M (which was not arranged by the GW-node) to impersonate the S n and get U i 's request data or hold back the request. Since S M co-works with U i continuously, U i will fail the accessing request continuously as well.
As a result, Das' protocol cannot provide mutual authentication. Moreover, in order to achieve the objective of secure authentication in insecure WSNs, we propose an improved protocol to achieve the following goals: (i) the application layer requirement of IEEE 802.15.4 and (ii) the resistance to attacks of impersonation, replaying and parallel session. Such a protocol can also help implementing mutual authentication.
Furthermore, assume that Tom is a legal user of the system. Tom can make a parallel attack the WSN by eavesdropping and masquerading. A more detailed description of Tom's attack can be expressed as follows.
Being a legal user of the system, Tom can login to the WSN at T 1 and T 2 accurately. When another legal user, U i , wants to login to the WSN at T 1 and T 2 (if Tom has embedded a synchronized Trojan virus into U i 's system), Tom can eavesdrop on the message {DID i , C i , T 1 } and {DID i , C i , T 2 } between the GW-node and U i at T 1 and T 2 . Tom can obtain the following messages:
And then Tom can forge the dynamic login identity
Tom can use the login phase formula to compute DID i(T2) , where DID i(T2) is calculated as
Afterward, Tom obtains the user U i 's DID i(T2) and sends a new session message {DID i(T2) , C i , T A } at T A (where T A =T 2 is made by Tom for attack on the WSN) for a new login request. Thus, the GW-node will verify message {DID i(T2) , C i , T A } from Tom with following steps: U Tom GW-node:
Step 1. The GW-node receives {DID i(T2) , C i , T A } at T* to check T*-T A < ΔT and the GW-node passes the verification to proceed to the next step (T*-T 2 < ΔT is known and T A =T 2 made arbitrarily by Tom).
Step 2. The GW-node calculates h(ID
and obtains
to pass the verification and proceed to the remaining steps.
As a result, Das' protocol cannot resist parallel session attack.
IV. Enhanced Mutual Authentication Protocol
This section presents our enhanced protocol for the twofactor authentication in WSNs, which has three phases: registration, login, and verification.
Registration phase. As in other similar schemes, user U i has to submit an identity ID i and a password PW i to the GW-node in a secured way. Then, the GW-node performs the license to U i . The steps are stated as follows:
Step 2. GW-node ⇒ U i 's smart card:
Login phase. When U i enters ID i and PW i in order to deliver some query to or access data from the network, the smart card must perform the following steps to validate the legitimacy of U i :
Step 1. The same as step 1 of the login phase in section II.
Step 2. Compute DID i and C i . U i 's smart card generates a random nonce number R i at T u and performs the following computations:
Verification phase. After receiving the login request message {DID i , C i , T u , R i } at T g , the GW-node executes the following steps to verify the user U i :
Step
The GW-node checks whether (T g − T u ) ≤ ΔT holds, where, similar to Das' scheme, ΔT is the legal time interval for transmission delay. If the condition holds, the validity of T can be assured, and the GW-node proceeds to the next step.
Step 2. Compute h(ID i ||PW i )* and C i *,
where
The GW-node checks whether C i = C i * is correct. If yes, the GW-node accepts the login request, and the GW-node proceeds to the next step.
The GW-node generates a random nonce number R c and calculates A i and sends the message {DID i , A i , T'} to the nearest sensor network S n through the public channel to respond to the request of U i at the current time T', where A i = h(DID i ||S n ||x a ||T') and C g = h(DID i ||S n ||x a || R c ).
Step 5. S n checks T' and A i.
After receiving the message {DID i , A i , T'} at T n , S n executes the following procedure to verify the request from U i . S n first checks whether (T n −T') ≤ ΔT holds at time T n . If yes, then S n checks whether A i = h(DID i ||S n ||x a ||T') is correct. If the second yes is granted, then S n sends {S n } and responds to U i 's request.
Mutual authentication phase. After receiving the message {C g , R c , S n }, U i executes the following step to verify the request:
Step 1. U i checks C g . U i first verifies whether C g = h(DID i ||S n ||x a ||R c ) is correct. If yes, then U i co-works with S n .
V. Security and Performance Analysis
Referring to the security considerations for IEEE 802.15.4 Networks (which Sastry and Wagner proposed), the specification of IEEE 802.15.4, and the requirement for security authentication protocol in WSNs, we provide a mutual authentication for the WSN to protect inside and outside security [8] . There are numerous kinds of attacks in WSNs. In addition to the impersonation attack from sensor nodes, there are side channel [6] , replay [9] , impersonation, stolen-verifier, guessing, and parallel session attacks. In this section, we discuss the improved security feature and its association with the avoidance of parallel session attack.
Mutual Authentication
Mutual authentication is an important method to check mutual validity between the users, the GW-node and the sensor nodes, while the proposed scheme is described as below:
• When the user U i logs into the WSN, she/he will be verified by N i = h(ID i ♁PW i )♁h(K) from the GW-node.
• When the GW-node sends the message {C g , R c } to U i and the message {DID i , A i , T'} to S n through step 4 in the verification phase, U i can verify the GW-node and S n by C g = h(DID i ||S n ||x a || R c ).
• S n can verify the GW-node by A i = h(DID i ||S n ||x a ||T').
• The GW-node can verify S n before all sensor nodes are deployed. In summary, Das' protocol [6] fails to provide mutual authentication, the protocol of Watro and others [4] can provide mutual authentication but needs a third party to communicate securely, and the protocol of Wong and others [5] cannot achieve mutual authentication between the users and the sensor nodes at all. With our proposed scheme, we can provide a mutual authentication protocol for WSNs.
Other Secrecy Issues
The proposed mutual authentication can resist masquerade, stolen-verifier, replay, and guessing attacks. It can also withstand having many logged in users with the same login-id. The attacks are described below with further details.
Masquerade attack. An adversary who wants to impersonate a valid user U i to log into a WSN must have the DID i to validate their legitimacy.
by one-way hash function, the adversary cannot decipher a DID i and C i without ID i , x a , and PW i . Furthermore, no one can forge the GW-node without h(K), which exists only in the real GW-node that the WSN has verified.
Stolen-verifier attack. An adversary can attack any system which has verifier tables for authentication, but our proposed mutual authentication approach does not need any verification table at all. As a result, there is no possible stolen-verifier attack within our proposed protocol.
Replay attack. An adversary cannot replay a valid U i 's verification message, {DID i , C i , T u , R i }, to the GW-node to succeed in verification because the GW-node will verify whether T g − T u <ΔT when the message is obtained at T g . Furthermore, the DID i and C i are hashed by a user created timestamp, T u , and the random nonce, R i , which never generate any duplicates.
Guessing attack. The calculations of the proposed protocol in the registration phase of N i = h(ID i ♁PW i )♁h(K) and login phase DID i = h(ID i ||PW i )♁h(x a ||T u || R i ) are by one-way hash function; therefore, the permanent secret key, x a , and the symmetric key of GW-node K constitute a protection from guessing attack.
Many logged-in users with the same login-id. The proposed protocol provides a dynamic DID i = h(ID i ||PW i )♁ h(x a ||T u || R i ) that withstands the threat of many logged-in users with the same login-id because DID i is hashed by the timestamp T u and the random nonce R i that never generates duplicates. In addition, the session will be terminated after the user's request is completed.
Halevi-Krawczyk Security Game for Enhanced Protocol
Resistance to parallel session attack [10] , [11] is another important topic for authentication in WSNs. We shall first show that our proposed protocol resists the parallel session attack, and then illustrate with the Halevi-Krawczyk security game.
Assume that Allen, an animus but legitimate user, wants to parallel attack the WSN by intercepting and masquerading, and therefore, he must obtain another legitimate the user U i 's DID i . According to the analysis in section III, Allen cannot forge
, where R i is the new random nonce number at each login time. The attacker Allen cannot get
In 1999, Halevi and Krawczyk [12] proposed a mutual authentication model and a probabilistic game to test the strength of the model [13] . The model has three criteria: (i) there are many users in the model, (ii) one or more users can perform the sessions concurrently or sequentially, and (iii) the active attacker can control the information transmitted over communication lines and corrupt and/or control some of the users of the specific system. The game is parameterized by a security parameter, k, and a public dictionary, D, which contains all possible passwords. The game proceeds as follows.
Set-up phase. The server, S, chooses its cryptographic keys and publishes its public keys. The user, U, then uniformly picks a password, PW, from D and gives it to S while keeping it secretly from the adversary, A, who can also register clients with S at any time (before, during, or after the set-up phase) by picking any pair of identity, U*, and password PW* (provided that U*≠U and PW*∈ D) and giving PW* to S.
Game running phase. A has full control over all the clients she/he created, as well as the communication between A and S. That means U and S can only communicate through A, and all the messages between U and S sending or receiving just have to be through A. A may prefer to forward messages faithfully or modify messages capriciously. In addition, A can send special "prompt" messages to the parties at any time, causing them to start new authentication sessions, while each session will have a unique transaction called a session identifier (sid). This game is run until A decides to halt.
Outputs of parties. To meet the security requirements, U and S will record events related to the security of authentication by giving some special outputs. U outputs a pair of (S, sid) whenever U authenticates herself/himself to S under sid. S outputs (U, sid) whenever a successful authentication by U is completed during a sid. If an attempt to authenticate (asserted) U in session sid fails, S then outputs (U, sid,⊥). This is needed so that the "number of failed authentication attempts" can be counted.
Syntactically correct. An authentication protocol (U, S) is said to be "syntactically correct" if whenever all the messages between A and S in a sid are passed and remaining unchanged, then S and A output (U, sid) and (S, sid), respectively.
Successful impersonation. An event in which S outputs (U, sid) but A has never output a pair (S, sid) is called a "successful impersonation." Here we assume that the last message is sent by A and A outputs (S, sid) only after the last message is sent, while S outputs (U, sid) only after receiving the last message sent by A.
Authentication failure. An event in which S outputs (U, sid,⊥) is called an "authentication failure."
Successful replay. An event in which S outputs a pair (A*, sid) after already outputting some other pair (A**, sid) in the past is called a "successful replay." Here A* and A** are arbitrary clients, and sid is the same in both pairs.
(£,m)-run. An (£,m)-run of the game is a run with the largest number of m active impersonation attempts, and A outputs the largest number of £ pairs of (S, sid). The adversary A achieves an (£,m)-win if in an (£,m)-run of the game, there is at least one successful impersonation or replay event.
GEN. There are three algorithms necessary for the game: the key-generation algorithm (GEN), the (probabilistic) encryption algorithm (ENC), and the decryption algorithm (DEC). A ciphertext-verification attack is formally defined via the following Halevi-Krawczyk Security Game [12] which involves the three algorithms and an adversary A.
-The Halevi-Krawczyk Security Game
The security goal. Let Ө(·,·,·) be a positive real function and (U, S) a syntactically correct authentication protocol. We say that (U, S) ensures one-way password-based authentication up to Ө, if for any probabilistic polynomial time adversary, A, any finite dictionary, D, any sufficiently large security parameter, k, any £, and any integer m < |D|, we have
where Pr denotes the probability of the (£,m)-win game, the probability is taken over the random coins of S, U, and A in an (£,m)-run of the game. The security goal is to have Ө(k,£,m) be a negligible function in k. Encryption probability. The encryption protocol, δ=(GEN, ENC, DEC), is said to resist ciphertext-verification c attacks, where GEN, ENC, and DEC are as defined previously, with security Ө=Ө(k), if for any feasible adversary A,
where the probability is taken over the random coins of GEN, DEC(c) = x 1 with 50% probability and DEC(c) = x 2 with 50% probability an (£,m)-run of the game (c denotes the cipher text, x 1 and x 2 represent the plaintexts).
Halevi-Krawczyk's theorem. Let δ be an encryption protocol that resists ciphertext verification attacks with security Ө(k). Let f be a function that is one-to-one on its components. Then, the encrypted challenge-response protocol, (U, S), with encryption, δ, and function, f, ensures authentication up to
Ө'(k, £, m)=m·£·Ө(k).
Since the proposed protocol in this paper is the same as the Halevi-Krawczyk security model, we will provide the following theorem to prove the security of the proposed protocol. Theorem 1. The perfect random function can generate any nonce for the adversary. If the adversary has a perfect random function, for example, (), pfk ℜ then the adversary has only a negligible success probability in the Halevi-Krawczyk security game for two-factor mutual authentication protocol in WSNs.
Proof. The proof is by contradiction. Suppose there exists a probabilistic polynomial-time adversary, Allen, which has probability Ө to win in an (£,m)-run of the Halevi-Krawczyk game. We construct another adversary, Bob, who explodes the random function. 
2) Bob grants access to the authentication service system, S A , which is either () pfk ℜ (with 50% probability or an ideal random function, 
According to the Halevi-Krawczyk game, the successful probability of Allen's attack should be
However, Bob has
It is a contradiction that Pr It is worth recalling that the protocol of Wong and others [5] cannot achieve mutual authentication and has security weaknesses against the replay, forgery attacks, and password exposure to sensor nodes [14] . The approach of Watro and others [4] has the masquerade attack problem, while Das' [6] work uses the hash function for authentication but cannot provide mutual authentication as well. We summarize the comparison of related protocols with ours in Table 1 . With reference to attack types and authentication attitudes, our protocol, because it prevents the masquerade, stolen-verifier, replay, and guessing attacks, and avoids the trouble of having too many logged in users with the same login-id, can reach higher security than all others. In addition, this proposed protocol resists the parallel session attack.
VI. Performance Analysis
In this section, we compare our improved protocol with related ones in terms of computation cost in the registration phase and communication cost in the message exchange phase since these two phases are the main procedures of an authentication protocol. Let's define t h as the hash computation time, t pr as the private key computation time, and t pu as the public key computation time, as indicated in [7] , [14] - [18] . The result is shown in Table 2 .
The general goal of the performance suggested in the literature is to minimize the power consumption of the sensor node. It is clear that our protocol parallels Das' because the sensor node requires the least time, 1t h , in computing authentication, which is the most important factor of power consumption restriction for sensor nodes. For the time complexity comparison in the different operations, for instance, t pu >> t h and t pr >> t h , the hash function needs much less time for calculation than t pu and t pr , where t pu and t pr usually need polynomial computation cost to obtain the public and private keys. It means that our protocol, at 1t h (see Table 2 ), serves better than the Watro and Wong protocols and as well as Das' in terms of power consumption of the sensor node. The GWnode still needs (5t h ) for hash function (Das' is 4t h , Watro and others' is zero, and Wong and others' is 1t h ). Although it is higher than others, we consider this as acceptable for the reason of that the GW-node always needs enormous data to encrypt and/or decrypt the user's requests, arranges the sensor node for responding to the requirement, and provides a mutual authentication between the U i and the WSN. It is the same reason that U i needs a mutual authentication. Furthermore, when considering our computation cost in the authentication phase (which includes the verification and mutual authentication phases), note that the sensor node needs 1t h , which is the same as Das' protocol, and the GW-node needs 5t h, whereas Das' protocol needs 4t h . Finally, the user side needs 1t h for mutual verification which Das' protocol cannot provide.
Lastly, when considering the communication cost the proposed protocol displays higher cost than other protocols, as the protocol of Wong and others needs 4 message exchanges, Das' protocol needs 3 and the protocol of Watro and others needs 2. Even though our protocol has the same number of message exchanges as that of Wong and others, the message size of ours is smaller. Das' protocol communication cost is lower than ours, but Das' protocol does not provide mutual authentication. The protocol of Watro and others needs 2 exchanges only but the computation times, for t pr and t pu , are more than the other three related approaches. Consequently, our communication cost is the most worthwhile among the compared protocols.
VII. Conclusion
This paper provides a robust mutual two-factor user authentication protocol for WSNs by applying hash functions. The proposed protocol performs more efficiently in terms of computation cost, communication cost, and security. Compared with the protocol of Wong and others, which is vulnerable to masquerade attack and multi-user with the same login-id, the protocol of Watro and others, which is vulnerable to masquerade attack, and Das' protocol, which cannot provide mutual authentication, the proposed protocol in this paper can prevent all the problems and provide mutual authentication to protect inside security and outside security. Therefore, the proposed protocol is more suited to WSNs environments.
